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We consider observer-based synchronization of chaotic systems. In this scheme, for a given cha
drive system, response system is chosen in observer form. We show by examples that many resp
systems proposed in the literature are of this form. We give a necessary condition for synchroniza
and a selection criterion for appropriate synchronization signal in this case. We apply this idea
synchronization of well-known hyperchaotic Rössler system. [S0031-9007(98)08057-0]
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Although the idea of synchronization of chaotic sy
tems may seem impossible to achieve, it was shown
[1,2] that for certain chaotic systems such synchroni
tion is possible. This subject then received a great d
of attention among scientists in many fields; see, e.g.,
7]. Such synchronized chaotic systems usually consis
two parts: a generator of chaotic signals (drive syste
and a receiver (response) system. The response syste
usually a duplicate of a part (or whole) of the drive sy
tem and some signals generated in the drive system
used as synchronization signals in the response sys
Although many synchronization schemes are propose
the literature, most of these schemes do not give a syst
atic procedure to determine the response system and
synchronization signal. Recently an observer-based s
chronization scheme has been proposed in [8,9], wh
gives a systematic design procedure to guarantee sync
nization for certain chaotic systems.

In this Letter we will consider the observer-base
synchronization scheme. First we will show that ma
synchronization schemes proposed in the literature are
server based. Then we will consider two problems co
cerning observer-based synchronization. Namely, we w
give a necessary condition for synchronization and a
terion for the selection of an appropriate synchronizat
signal among various candidates satisfying the neces
condition.

Let a chaotic (drive) system be given as

Ùu  fsud, s  hsud , (1)

whereu [ Rn, f: Rn ! Rn andh: Rn ! Rm are dif-
ferentiable functions, ands is the synchronization signa
to be sent to the response system. Later, for simplic
we will choosem  1, i.e., a scalar synchronization sig
nal. An observer for (1) is another system of the form

Ùy  gsy, sd, ur  ksy, sd , (2)

where y [ Rl , g: Rl 3 Rm ! Rl and k: Rl 3

Rm ! Rn are differentiable functions. Let the erro
signal be defined ase  u 2 ur . The system (2) is
called a local observer for (1) ifestd ! 0 ast ! ` for all
sufficiently smalles0d, i.e., whenkes0dk # g for some
g . 0. If g  `, then the observer is global. Also
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for the casesl , n, l  n, and l . n, corresponding
observers are called reduced, full, and expanded ord
observers, respectively. We note that the classificati
of observers based on the order is not important f
our discussion here. But we included it to emphasiz
that, although many schemes proposed in the literatu
may seem different mainly because of the order of th
proposed response systems, they could still be conside
as special cases of the observer form given by (2). F
more details on nonlinear observers, see [10], and f
linear observers, see [11].

Next, we will show that some well-known synchro-
nization schemes proposed in the literature are actua
observer based. First we consider the well-known Peco
Carroll scheme proposed in [1]. Consider (1) and a
sume that we can divide the state space into two parts
u  su1 u2dT with u1 [ Rm, u2 [ Rn2m, and consider
the following system:

Ùu1  f1su1, u2d, Ùu2  f2su1, u2d ,

Ùy  f2su1, yd , (3)

where the superscriptT denotes the transpose. Here,f1
and f2 are appropriate partitionings off in (1) andy [
Rn2m. In this scheme, the first two equations represe
the drive system, the last equation represents the respo
system, andu1 is the synchronization signal. Assume
that the subsystemsu2 and y synchronize, i.e.,u2 ! y

as t ! `. According to the observer scheme, here w
have s  u1  Cu with C  sI 0d, with I [ Rm3m,
gsy, sd  f2ss, yd, andur  ss ydT . Sincem , n, this
scheme is actually a reduced order observer schem
Hence, the Pecora-Carroll scheme proposed in [1]
observer based.

Next, we will give some specific examples. Conside
the Lorenz system,

Ùx  bsy 2 xd, Ùy  rx 2 y 2 xz ,

Ùz  2bz 1 xy . (4)

In [2], by usings  y as the synchronization signal, the
following response system is proposed:

Ùxr  bss 2 xr d, Ùzr  2bzr 1 sxr . (5)
© 1998 The American Physical Society 77
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For u  sx y zdT [ R3 and s  y  Cu with C 
s0 1 0d, the drive system (4) is in the form (1), and
with y  sxr zr dT [ R2, ur  sxr s zr dT , the response
system (5) is in the form (2). In this case,l  2 and
n  3, hence (5) is a reduced order observer.

For (4), by usings  x, the following response system
is proposed in [3]:

Ùxr  bsyr 2 xr d, Ùyr  rs 2 yr 2 szr ,

Ùzr  2bzr 1 syr .
(6)

Here we haves  x  Cu with C  s1 0 0d, y  ur 
sxr yr zr dT [ R3. In this case,l  n  3, hence the
proposed structure is a full order observer.

In [5–7], the following hyperchaotic Rössler system
considered (see also [12]),

Ùx1  2x2 2 x3, Ùx2  x1 1 0.25x2 1 x4 ,

Ùx3  3 1 x1x3, Ùx4  20.5x3 1 0.05x4 . (7)

In [5], by using s  sinux1 1 cosux3 as the synchro-
nization signal, whereu is a constant to be determined,
full order observer similar to the one considered in [8,9]
used. In [6], by using a nonlinear functionh, a full order
observer is proposed. In [7], two types of response sy
tems are proposed. The first one of these is a full ord
observer, and for the second one the following respon
system is proposed:

Ùx1r  2x2r 2 x3r , Ùx2r  x1r 1 0.25x2r 1 sm 1 1dx4r ,

Ùx3r  3 1 x1rx3r ,

Ùx4r  20.5x3r 1 sm 1 0.05dx4r ,

Ùm  2assr 2 sd 2 dm ,
(8)

wheres  cosux2 1 sinux4, sr is defined similarly,u is
a constant to be chosen, anda . 0, d . 0 are appropri-
ate constants. Here we haveu  sx1 · · · x4dT [ R4, s 
Cu with C  s0 cosu 0 sinud, y  sx1r · · · x4rmdT [
R5, ur  sx1r · · · x4r dT . In this case we havel  5,
n  4; hence (8) is an expanded order observer for (7).

The examples given above show that the observ
based synchronization is a very common scheme. Ne
we will consider the following problems concerning
observer-based synchronization:

Problem 1: Given the drive system dynamics [i.e.,f
in (1)], to determine appropriate synchronization signa
[i.e., h in (1)], which may (or conversely, may not) lead
to synchronization.

Problem 2: To develop a selection procedure among
various synchronization signal candidates.

In most of the examples given in the literature, prob
lem 1 is solved by a trial and error procedure, and
appropriate Lyapunov exponent of the error dynamics
used as a selection criterion for problem 2. We will giv
a necessary condition for problem 1 which is based
linearization and propose a novel selection criterion f
problem 2 which is based on the singular values of t
linearized system.
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Our approach is based on the concepts of detec
bility and observability, which are frequently used i
linear system theory; see, e.g., [11,13]. LetA [ Rn3n

and C [ Rm3n be given. The pairsC, Ad is called
detectable if there exists a matrixK [ Rn3m such that
the matrix A 2 KC is stable. The pairA 2 KC is
called observable if for any set of (real or complex
numbersl1, . . . , ln (not necessarily distinct but closed
under complex conjugation), there exists a matrixK such
that the eigenvalues ofA 2 KC are precisely the given
numbers. Note that observability implies detectabilit
but the converse is not necessarily true.

To motivate our analysis, consider the well-know
Pecora-Carroll scheme given in (3). Consider the follow
ing linearization of (3):

Ùu1  A11u1 1 A12u2 1 o1su1, u2d ,

Ùu2  A21u1 1 A22u2 1 o2su1, u2d ,
(9)

Ùy  A21u1 1 A22y 1 o2su1, yd , (10)

where, fori, j  1, 2, Aij are appropriate matrices andoi

represent the remaining nonlinear terms. If we define t
error ase  u2 2 y, then the associated error dynamic
is given asÙe  A22e 1 o2su1, u2d 2 o2su1, yd. Hence,
if synchronization occurs, i.e.,e ! 0 as t ! `, then
A22 must be stable. To see the relation of this res
with detectability, letA  hAijj denote the block matrix
having entriesAij and chooseK  sKT

1 KT
2 dT with K1 

A11 1 I, K2  A21. Then the eigenvalues ofA 2 KC
are precisely21 and the eigenvalues ofA22. Hence, if
the Pecora-Carroll synchronization scheme is success
then the linearization is detectable. The scheme propo
in [8] and [9] is based on a special full order observ
design and depends on the selection of an appropr
feedback matrixK such thatA 2 KC is stable, hence
detectability is also a requirement there. It follows th
for the schemes of [1,8,9], detectability is a necessa
condition. However, these schemes are proposed
some special systems, and whether such a neces
condition also applies to all kinds of observer-bas
schemes, irrespective of the order of the observer, rema
as an interesting question. The following well-know
result from system theory shows that the answer to t
question is affirmative under some mild conditions.

Lemma 1: Consider the system given by (1) and t
observer given by (2). Assume that all functions a
differentiable. Without loss of generality, letfs0d  0,
hs0d  0, and letA  Dfs0d, C  Dhs0d, i.e., the Jaco-
bians atu  0. If the error dynamics is asymptotically
stable ate  0 (i.e., synchronization occurs for all suffi-
ciently smallkes0dk), then the pairsC, Ad is detectable.

Proof: See [10,14,15].
According to Lemma 1, if the pairsC, Ad is not de-

tectable, then synchronization cannot occur when a d
ferentiable observer in the form (2) is used. Hence, t
detectability is a necessary condition for synchronizati
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when all dynamics differentiable. Therefore, the synchr
nization signals should be chosen so thatsC, Ad is at
least detectable. This result gives an answer to pro
lem 1 posed above. The conditions for a pairsC, Ad to
be detectable can be found in standard textbooks on
ear system theory; see, e.g., [11,13]. To apply this idea
some well-known systems, we give such a condition in t
sequel.

For a given pairsC, Ad, we define the observability
matrix Q as

Q  fCT AT CT A2T CT · · · Asn21dT CT gT . (11)

The pair sC, Ad is observable if detQ fi 0. Now as-
sume that m  1 (i.e., a scalar synchronization sig
nal) and that detQ  0. Furthermore, assume that th
first p (p , n) rows of Q are linearly independent
but the first p 1 1 rows are linearly dependent. Le
R [ Rsn2pd3n be an arbitrary matrix such thatP 
fCT AT CT · · · Asp21dT CT RT gT is nonsingular. In this
case, the matrixD  P AP21 has a block-lower trian-
gular form D  fDaDbg with Da  fD11D21gT , Db 
f0 D22gT , where D11 [ Rp3p . The pair sC, Ad is de-
tectable ifD22 is stable.

Next, we will apply the necessary condition give
above to the synchronization of some well-known chao
systems. First, consider the Lorenz system given by (
and letA be the linear part when (4) is written as (1). I
s  x is used, then we haveC  s1 0 0d, and detQ  0;
hence sC, Ad is not observable. To test detectability
we note that in this casep  2, and by choosingR 
s0 0 1d and usingD  PAP21, we obtain D22  2b,
which is stable forb . 0. Hence, synchronization may
be achieved withs  x. For s  y, we have C 
s0 1 0d, and similar calculations show that the pairsC, Ad
is not observable, butp  2 and we haveD22  2b,
which is stable forb . 0. Hence synchronization may
be possible withs  y. For s  z, we have C 
s0 0 1d, and sC, Ad is not observable. We havep  1
in this case, and by choosing an appropriateR, we
obtain the characteristic polynomial forD22 as detslI 2

D22d  l2 1 sb 1 1dl 1 bs1 2 rd. Hence for b .

0, we need r , 1 for detectability. Hence, ifr .

1, synchronization cannot occur with a differentiabl
observer.

As another example frequently used in the literatur
consider the Rössler system given below,

Ùx  2y 2 z, Ùy  x 1 ay ,

Ùz  2cz 1 zx 1 b ,
(12)

and let A denote the linear part when (12) is writ
ten as (1) withu  sx y zdT . If s  x is used, then
detQ  a 1 c, and the synchronization may be possib
when a 1 c fi 0. We note that in this case (exponen
tial) synchronization is guaranteed with the full order ob
server given in [9]. Ifs  y is used, then detQ  21,
hence synchronization may be possible. Fors  z, we
have detQ  0, hence sC, Ad is not observable. We
o-
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have p  1 in this case, and by choosing an appropr
ate R, we obtain the characteristic polynomial ofD22
as detslI 2 D22d  l2 2 al 1 1, which is unstable for
a . 0. Hence, in this case, synchronization is not po
sible by using differentiable observers. At this point, w
note that in [16], a different synchronization scheme bas
on impulsive coupling is given (i.e., a synchronization si
nal is used only at certain instances), and it was noted t
synchronization is possible withs  z. This result does
not contradict our conclusion, since in this case the
sponse system contains impulsive terms; hence it is
differentiable.

Next, we consider problem 2. LetA and C denote
the linear parts off and h, respectively. We will
assume thatsC, Ad is observable, since this condition i
sufficient in many cases. Suppose that for a givenA, the
candidates forC satisfying the observability condition are
parametrized, e.g., byu [ V , Rq. Then the problem
is to find up [ V which yields better synchronization
properties. One approach may be to calculate appropr
Lyapunov exponents of the error dynamics and choo
up accordingly. This approach is widely used in th
literature, see, e.g., [1,5,7]. Here we will propose
different selection procedure, which may be easier
apply. Let Qsud be the observability matrix given by
(11). Since detQsud fi 0 is required for observability,
it is reasonable to expect that the observability hen
synchronization properties become poorer asQsud is
closer to being singular. This property can be justifie
analytically by using singular values ofQ; see, e.g.,
[11]. For a given eigenvalue set, by usingD  QAQ21

and Ĉ  CQ21  s1 0, . . . , 0d, one can easily find the
required gainK̂ such that the eigenvalues ofD 2 K̂Ĉ
are precisely the given set. Then the required gain
K  Q21K̂; see [11]. Hence, asQ is closer to being
singular, larger gains will be required to stabilizeA 2

KC. Such larger gains will result in larger transien
in the error dynamics, and this may result in the lo
of synchronization. Motivated by this argument, a
kQ21k  fsminsQdg21, wheresminsQd is the minimum
singular value ofQ, andk ? k is the matrix norm induced
by the standard Euclidean norm, we propose the followi
selection criterion for appropriateup:

up  max
u[V

sminsssQsudddd . (13)

To illustrate the ideas presented above, consider
hyperchaotic Rössler system given by (7). Let us expre
(7) in the form of (1) withu  sx1 · · · x4dT , fsud  Au 1

osud, where A is the linear part andosud  s0 0 3 1

x1x3 0dT . We will chooses  Cu, where CT [ R4 is
a vector to be determined. First consider the cases  xi ,
i  1, 2, 3, 4, i.e., plain phase variables. In this cas
CT is the ith unit vector. A simple calculation shows
that with s  x1 or s  x2, the observability condition
holds and synchronization may be possible, whereas w
s  x3 or s  x4, detectability condition does not hold
79
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observer. In [5], a full order observer is proposed
and it was reported that synchronization is not observ
when a plain phase variable is used as a synchronizat
signal. According to our results, this is justified for
s  x3 or s  x4. In [7], a full and an expanded order
observer are proposed and it was reported that fors  x2,
synchronization is possible. Below we will show tha
this is also possible fors  x1. Note that fors  x1,
we havesminsQd  0.2032, whereas fors  x2 we have
sminsQd  0.0008; hence according to (13),s  x1 is a
better choice. In the simulations, we use the followin
full order observer proposed in [8,9]:

Ùy  Ay 1 osyd 1 Kss 2 Cyd , (14)

wheres  Cu, andK is to be determined. Fors  x1,
we haveC  s1 0 0 0d, and sC, Ad is observable. By
using S  h21, 20.8, 20.6, 20.5j as the eigen-
value set, we obtainedK  s3.2 23.5198 0.4923
21.4583dT as the required gain. With these choices
we simulated (7) and (14) forus0d  s220 0 0 15dT

and ys0d  0, and the Euclidean norm of the resulting
error e  u 2 y is shown in Fig. 1 as dashed lines
We note thatus0d is chosen according to [12]. Here
kes0dk  25, which is relatively large, yet synchroniza-
tion is achieved in about 13 time units. We also search
various candidates forC and for C  s1 0 0 21dT

we obtained sminsQd  0.4597, which is the largest
value we found in our search. This indicates tha
s  x1 2 x4 may be a better choice thans  x1. In
this case K  s2.4237 23.1102 0.243 0.7763dT leads
to the same eigenvalue setS for A 2 KC. By using
these and the sameus0d, ys0d given above, we simulated
(7) and (14), and the result is shown in Fig. 1 as
solid line. In this case, we observed a larger erro
in the transients, but synchronization is faster, i.e

0 5 10 15
0

5

10

15

20

25

30
 dashed line: case 1, solid line : case 2

er
ro

r

time step

FIG. 1. Norm of synchronization errors fors  x1 (dashed
line) and for s  x1 2 x4 (solid line) for the hyperchaotic
Rössler system (7).
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in about 9 time units. We also considered the ca
C  ssinu 0 cosu 0d, which is used in [5], and by
using appropriate Lyapunov exponentsu  py3 was
reported as the best choice. By using (13), we obtain
up  0.54p, which resulted in sminsQd  0.2068.
As compared with the cases  x1, which has
sminsQd  0.2032, we expect slight improvement.
In this case,K  s3.2873 23.5414 0.4899 21.5334dT

leads to the same eigenvalue set. By using these
the sameus0d, ys0d as given above, simulation results
are similar to that of case 1 in Fig. 1, with a slightly
faster sychronization (in about 11 time units). Finally
we considered the caseC  s0 cosu 0 sinud used in
[7], and by using (13) we obtainedup  0.6p as the
best choice, which resulted insminsQd  0.1621. In this
case,K  s29.6911 24.1926 20.4888 2.0024dT leads
to the same eigenvalue set. As can be seen, here g
are relatively larger than the ones obtained in previo
cases, which is due to a relatively smallsmin. In this
case, in our simulations with the sameus0d andys0d  0
we could not observe synchronization. But with th
same us0d and ys0d  s210 0 0 10dT , synchronization
is achieved (in about 12 time units). In this case w
have kes0dk  11.18, which is smaller than the cases
considered previously, and apparently this is due
smallersmin.
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